
HB 4097:

What the bill does:
● Prohibits police officer from conducting or participating in activities intended to determine whether 

person has paid certain user charges, fees or tolls imposed by mass transit district. 

What it does not do:
● “Nothing in this section prohibits a police officer from enforcing laws that are not related to payment of 

user charges, fees or tolls imposed by a mass transit district under ORS 267.320.”

Will fare enforcers still be able to do their jobs and issue citations if this bill passes? 

● YES, fare enforcers, who are not police, will still be able to lawfully ask for proof of fare payment.

Will this bill prevent law enforcement from providing public safety in mass transit districts?
● Law enforcement will still be able to provide public safety and have a PRESENCE. Police can be present 

and would still enforce laws on transit vehicles and platforms. For example, an unruly passenger could 
be arrested for disorderly conduct. The intent is to focus public safety resources on public safety. 

● To be clear, under this bill, law enforcement can be present on platforms for any reasons, even if fare 
enforces are doing a sweep, for public safety reasons and not fare enforcement reasons. 



Why HB 4097:
● To protect the constitutional rights of riders

○ Public safety and civil liberties can go hand and hand

● Prevent racial profiling

● Prevent the over-criminalization and policing on low-income communities

○ From TriMet’s website: “Fare evasion only, is not a crime”

● Make sure public safety resources are used for public safety.

https://www.oregonlive.com/commuting/2018/09/trimets_arrest_of_latina_schoo.html


Why this bill and how did we get here:



What happened after the ruling?

https://www.oregonlive.com/roadreport/2018/09/officers_still_participating_i.html


What was TriMet’s response to the ruling?
● TriMet disagreed with the Judge's 

ruling and said the ruling just 

created “confusion.” 

● Therefore they just clarified, 

through Ordinance 351, that they 

have the authority to do what they 

did to my constituent. 

https://trimet.org/meetings/board/pdfs/2018-11-14/ord-351.pdf
https://pamplinmedia.com/pt/9-news/412121-312834-trimet-clarifies-fare-enforcement-authority


The ordinance changes just reinforced what they were already 
doing before and didn’t address the root concern of the 

community. 



ACLU’s response to TriMet’s ordinance change is exactly why we need this 
legislation:



“Erik Van Hagen, TriMet’s legal services director, told the House Judiciary 
Committee on Monday that transit police rarely, if ever, write citations 

themselves. TriMet does not consider fare evasion to be a criminal offense, 
Van Hagen said, and there are multiple ways for offenders to resolve 

citations without going to court.” by: Mark Miller/Oregon Capital Bureau
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So then why does TriMet want police to 
continue to participate in fare sweeps?

During last year's hearing:



TriMet is using fare enforcement to troll low-income 
communities, communities with mental health issues, 

houseless/homeless communities and black and 
communities of color for warrants.

How do we know this?





“I've been discussing with my team the Majority Leader's idea of continuing to allow TriMet's Transit Police 

Department (TPD) to fare inspect, but disallowing them from running warrant checks if the sole reason for 

the check is to write a citation for fare evasion. While allowing our TPD to continue fare checking is important 

(we only have 3 full time fare inspectors and 70 Supervisors (who occasionally perform fare inspection but 

whose primary functions are not related to fare inspection), and supported by 42 TPD officers), we cannot 

support this concept for a few key reasons...

I understand that there is some concern about allowing TPD officers to "troll" for warrants, but it is important 

to understand that in order for a police officer to run a warrant check, the rider must have first violated 

TriMet code.”

- Aaron C Deas

TriMet’s Office of Government Affairs



This issue is about civil rights and civil liberties. There is a reason why Judge 
Wittmayer found my constituent’s case unconstitutional.

● Deploying law enforcement to conduct fare inspection stops without individualized reasonable 

suspicion raises serious constitutional concerns and diverts law enforcement resources away 

from legitimate public safety needs.  

● Help bring justice to my constituent and countless others who have had similar fates. Protect our 

communities from racial profiling. I urge your support on HB 4097


